Abstract-We derive on a common basis three new and old reductions of a power grid transmission corridor to a two-bus equivalent so that they can be compared and clarified.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE increasing number of PMU installations in power systems makes it possible to envisage fast online monitoring systems for various types of stability problems. In cases where the stability boundary is associated with the power transfer along a specific corridor or interface, this monitoring application can greatly benefit from the existence of a reduced order representation of the system that preserves certain key properties of the actual interface. The radial equivalent independent (REI) equivalent proposed by [1] is well-known, and in recent literature, other reduced representation are proposed by [2] - [4] . In this letter, we derive all these reductions to a two-bus equivalent in common framework so that their assumptions and objectives can be explained and compared. In addition, we show a new reduction that preserves the complex powers entering the corridor, which has some similarities to the reduction proposed by [5] .
II. TWO-BUS EQUIVALENTS
There are several approaches to deriving two-bus equivalents that preserve different circuit properties. The equivalents are derived in a four-bus system with two sending buses , , and two receiving buses and as shown in Fig. 1 . Each equivalent gives a different way to combine together quantities to obtain equivalent voltages of the two-bus system. To save space, we reduce a four-bus system, but it is straightforward to generalize the reduction to an bus system. For all three equivalents, the total complex current entering and leaving the transmission corridor is preserved:
On the other hand, the voltages of equivalent sending and receiving buses are selected differently in each equivalent.
A. REI Equivalent
The REI equivalent is an extension of the well-known Ward equivalent [6] , [7] . The main idea of the REI equivalent is to transform all loads and generation of the "external network" into an equivalent shunt admittance to ground and then introduce an REI bus connected to the ground bus through an admittance equal to the negative of the sum of shunt admittance. For the corridor shown in Fig. 1 , the REI equivalent shown in Fig. 2 is described by the following equations:
Note that by substituting (2) into (3), the REI bus voltage is the harmonic mean of sending (or receiving) voltages weighted by the respective currents.
Since the ground bus O of Fig. 2 (a) cannot be eliminated using Gauss formula (the diagonal element is by definition equal to zero), it has to be substituted as shown in Fig. 2(b) with an admittance directly connected between the REI sending (or receiving) bus and the individual sending (or receiving) buses, so that all injected currents are maintained in the equivalent: (4) 0885-8950 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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The individual buses , , , and are eliminated following [7] . The following matrices are introduced ( is the original 4 4 bus admittance matrix):
The Kron-reduced 2 2 matrix is (7) The admittances of the equivalent system, see Fig. 1 , are (8) (9)
B. Area Voltage Equivalent
The main idea of the area voltage equivalent [2] , [3] is to preserve the admittance of the network "internal" to the corridor so that Ohm's law is satisfied. The equivalent sending and receiving voltages are obtained as a combination of the voltages of the sending/receiving buses with weights determined by the admittances. In the ideal case of equal voltage for the sending buses, and equal voltages for the receiving buses, the reduction is exact. For the corridor shown in Fig. 1 , the voltage across an area equivalent is described by
C. Complex Power Equivalent
This equivalent preserves the total complex power entering and leaving the transmission corridor. For the corridor shown in Fig. 1 , the complex power equivalent is described by the following equations: (10) (11) (12) (13) Note: A possible variant for both B and C is to define , and then follow the process of (4)-(9).
III. COMPARISON OF THE THREE EQUIVALENTS
For the system shown in Fig. 1 , we develop the three equivalents, and obtain the results in Table I for the reduced voltage magnitudes and angles. The REI equivalent corridor admittance is exact for the cases that the external reduction is required. The power equivalent corridor admittance differs slightly from the REI equivalent corridor admittance because it includes the ef- fect of the shunts only approximately (both shunts equal), and it does not include the admittances external to the corridor. The larger admittance of the area voltage equivalent is largely due to not accounting for the admittance between sending busesand between receiving buses -, which have a non-negligible effect in this example case because the complex voltages are unequal on the same side of the corridor.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is advantageous to approximately reduce several lines of a transmission corridor to a single line, which can be applicable in different power system applications such as voltage stability, power markets, and real-time monitoring.
The three reductions are preserving different properties of the corridor, and make different approximations. All the equivalents are preserving the current of the complete system. Also, the REI equivalent is preserving the external admittance of the corridor, while the voltage across an area reduction is preserving the internal admittance of the corridor. Furthermore, the complex power equivalent is preserving the complex power. It can be seen that the three equivalents are exactly the same under the condition of equal voltages at the sending buses, and equal voltages at the receiving buses. However when these voltages are not equal, the area voltage equivalent can give a significantly different corridor admittance. Since the three reductions preserve different properties, one or other can be better according to the requirements of the application.
